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Tan Kuang and the Translation of The Awakening of 
Faith Sutra inTang Dynasty
ZHANG Xuesong
 According to the sources could be seen currently, Tan Kuang who was active 
in Dunhuang during the late eighth century, was the earliest monk who 
systematically discussed the translation of The Awakening of Faith Sutra in Tang 
Dynasty. This paper discusses Tan Kuang’s life and makes preliminary analysis on 
his work. It’s known that Tan Kuang studied Buddhism first at his hometown and 
then left for Chang’an, the capital of Tang Dynasty, to learn Buddhism 
systematically, while it’s uncertain to claim the dates of his birth and death. He 
had to leave Chang’an due to the Rebellion of An and Shi. He spent the rest of his 
life in Northwest China to write and discourse, and earned great prestige in 
Dunhuang. Even the king of Tibet wrote to consult him about the issues on 
Buddhist Studies. The author holds that Tan Kuang had got access to the 
translation of The Awakening of Faith Sutra at Chang’an before the mid-eighth 
century. Thus it’s believable that The Awakening of Faith Sutra was included in 
Kai Yuan Shi Jiao Lu which was compiled in 730.  It’s worthy of in-depth study 
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朴ボラム氏のコメントに対する回答
張　　雪　松　　
（中国 人民大学）
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